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CHICAGO: JULY 2019
In our second year of the Chicago Summer Stories program, the students made twice as
much content in half the time. (We condensed the curriculum from 5 weeks into 3 which
felt like a brisk, yet appropriate pace.) This year we really solidified our methodology on
how best to introduce mobile film technology to students who have prior filmmaking
instruction/experience. Both years, the focus was on documentary storytelling and the
students delivered three, very strong 5-minute documentaries around the theme of
“Sustainability in Chicago.” At the end of the program, the documentaries (along with
selected personal reflections) were screened on the 50-foot screen at the Apple Store on
Michigan Avenue in front of friends, family and the wider Chicago community. It was
singled out as one of the highlights of the Today at Apple program here:
https://apple.news/ACOMVvBoEQAaiVmtIdywEJg

METHODOLOGY
On day 1, we did a Keynote/live demo on all the Mobile Filmmaking gear they’d be using
throughout the program. After some hands-on time with the gear, they got broken into
teams based on their shared interests and began brainstorming for their main project. On
day 2 their assignment was to interview random folks around Millennium Park on what
sustainability means to them. After practicing interview skills in addition to getting more
comfortable with the new smartphone gear, we moved them into learning how to shoot
interviews with 2nd source audio using the apps Filmic Pro and Apogee MetaRecorder.
Before the end of week one, all of the teams were syncing and editing those interviews in
FCPX. On day 5 they began preproduction for their main documentaries and started
reaching out to potential interviewees. Week 2 was principal photography for the
documentaries, and week 3 was editing, polish, and a packed house screening of the docs
at the Apple store. As a capper, each student was asked to do a short personal reflection
on the program, they wrote, shot and edited entirely by themselves using FCPX.

THE RESULTS
Community Gardens: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My7BpP_544U
Changemakers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWUH_L3tyhk&t=8s
Farm to Table: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEZ94938BEA

Personal reflections:
Prasanth: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbFq8UeP7uY
Maya: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rz5UchOEsTw
Ben Hamer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhGKFs73cQs
Isabel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6eDt-eyGBA&t=58s

BIGGEST WINS
In both years of this program, CSS has created leaders in its programs. The amount of
progress and personal achievements these students have made after leaving this program is,
frankly, off the charts. From internships, to acceptances into top film programs at
Universities, these students are our future content creators.
Next year, our partners at TSMA (The Social Media Advantage) will be fully dialed into this in
advance as kids will be connecting with local under-marketed non-profits to create social
media content that will help grow awareness for these causes both locally and across the
world. Students will be getting a deep dive in real world, cause based, social media branding
and audience building. They will leave this program knowing how to be social media
professionals in their communities using iOS devices. edited in FCPX.
Case Study article: Coming January 2020

JEFFERSON CITY: JULY 2019
We focused on narrative content as most of these kids were regulars at the annual
Showdown Theatre camp each summer. For most of the students, this was their first time
really making any video content. Yet, at the end of two weeks, they were turning out a record
number of projects. 34 kids made 27 short movies in 2 weeks, despite a living in underserved
community that had just been hit by a devastating tornado, and massive flooding a few weeks
prior. While we were teaching Smartphone Studio, there was also a feature film being shot
featuring the same kids as actors. The star of the project was one very talented actor named
Josh Arnold who is battling Cystic Fibrosis and through the help of various organizations and
the capital city, was able to make his dream of starring in his own film come true! In addition,
there was a documentary detailing the entire experience including the camps, feature film and
the impact it had on all of the kids involved (most of whom had never acted or made a film
prior!) For some of the students this creative outlet also allowed them the freedom to open
up in a safe way and create content to help manage some personal traumas and issues the kids
were facing. There is a massive case study, feature film, and Apple TV+ pitch coming soon
around this. This experience proved that we could teach this anywhere to anyone and make a
lasting impact.
Fcp.co case study: Coming July 2020

DULUTH, MN AUGUST 2019
We teamed up with the co-founder of Sundance Film Festival, Cirina Catania, and PBS
affiliate WDSE in Duluth Minnesota to launch the first of our 2 day adult workshops in the
artistic community of Duluth, Minnesota (home to the Catalyst Independent TV Festival).
This is where the 5 shot “Making an Exit” challenge was born: each team was instructed to use
only 5 shots to tell a story about the most interesting exit they could imagine. The six teams
had a wide range of experience levels, but were up and shooting by lunchtime on day 1. They
all edited the projects on day 2 in FCPX and each project got a color and sound pass before
screening at the end of the weekend. In addition to the hands on portion of the workshop, the
students were also getting a master class in the business of filmmaking and independent
producing from Cirina. This was a mixture of older and younger audiences here and an
opportunity for an aging public broadcasting station to look at how it could modernize itself
with a new way to look at content creation.

Case study: https://www.fcp.co/final-cut-pro/articles/2211-smart-phone-studio-and-finalcut-pro-x-go-to-duluth

LAS VEGAS, SEPT 2019
We came out to the SAG-AFTRA Las Vegas Conservatory after a local union member had seen
our workshop at the LA SAG-AFTRA HQ. We only did a one day, lecture-style workshop here
at a local studio called Show Creators, Inc for a performer-based audience. These
professional actors were completely captivated by the easy-to-learn technology and wanted
to know more. We demonstrated how easy It was to light, shoot and edit their own self-tape
auditions with less time and money then they thought. We also planted the seeds on how this
gear could be used to affordably create their own projects and opportunities as actors. By
holding educational workshops at small, local production studios like Show Creators, content
creation could rapidly become decentralized across the general public. Local
production/performance communities could easily spring up because it is so fun and
affordable for people to make their own projects.

SF FILM NOVEMBER 2019
In the tech-savvy city of San Francisco, we flew through our 2-day workshop with a group of
20 adults who had some prior filmmaking experience. With this more experienced class, most
of the teams were able to shoot multiple projects and have their very own director's cut of
each film screened by the end of the second day.We hope to go back to offer a more advanced
course utilizing second source audio, and deeper editing skills In FCPX.
SF Film Project Playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLnAsrW7oNh5TltrLxIcGXHrKJAqM1s6tu

SF FILM NOVEMBER 2019

Post workshop survey results.

NEW MEXICO, NOVEMBER 2019
We were able to outreach to 4 different communities in 6 days across the state in an epic
deep dive into a new model for media education. Something really unique and meaningful was
established in these native communities, and we are more proud of our 6 days in New Mexico
than we are of anything else we did this year. Here’s a rundown of what happened and what is
to come with each of these communities:

ACOMA, NEW MEXICO

Our first stop was the Native American Pueblo that is home to Sky City, a city the natives
describe as having existed since “time immemorial” and then has been largely untouched by
technology. The surrounding pueblo is dealing with intense poverty at the moment, and the
schools currently have almost nothing in the way of resources for media education, but
there’s amazing instructors there who are fighting hard to find them. We started our tour
here with a 90 minute presentation that allowed 40 students to get hands on with iPhones
11’s and the Osmo and Movi gimbals with a promise that we would be able to come back and
finish the job with something more substantial to help them build their own program. We are
now working with this community to bring Smarphone Studio back there for a week-long
program that will culminate in this tribe making its own documentary from the ground up with
their young students. .

LOS LUNAS, NEW MEXICO

We did our regular 2-day workshop here at the School of Dreams Academy. They are a
charter school that has a large diversity in their student population. They immediately saw
the value in building a media program around what we teach with Smartphone Studio and are
intending to do just that. They are in the process of asking for funding to start creating a
media program around the 2 day workshop that would extend into a long term curriculum
there.

TAOS, NEW MEXICO

This was the single most impactful workshop we have ever done. We partnered with Rosey
Hayett of media non-profit True Kids 1 who pulled in the entire Taos community for this epic
workshop. Through personal connections, the students were able to get full access to the
town for their shoots, including the Sheriff’s office, Judge’s chambers, and the Taos Pueblo
which was truly unprecedented. The students were broken into 6 teams and after our gear
tutorial were lead in brainstorming exercises to create films that were required to have a
positive social impact on the community. The event culminated in a standing room only
screening in a theatre at the local museum. True Kids 1 has already committed to bringing
this curriculum out across its 30 schools in New Mexico leading to a massive event at the end
of May where all of the kids will be coming together to make projects that we hoping to all be
completed on iPhones. On top of that, the site of the workshop, the Vagrant Heart street art
gallery, is going to be turned into a modern movie studio for as the media home base for True
Kids 1.

DULCE, NEW MEXICO

We finished in the heart of Apache country in the small, remote town of Dulce, New Mexico.
Despite not having previous access to a lot of media resources, we met many students who
were very interested in learning more about the mobile technology. We loved seeing the
students come alive and intuitively grasp how to use the gimbals and apps like FilmicPro. The
lesson we really walked away with in Dulce was how the power of these accessible tools can
invigorate and inspire young students to want to tell their own stories in their communities.
We want to find a way to come back there and build something lasting for those kids.

INFLUENCER EVENT: LA, DEC 2019
We partnered with LA based social media company, TSMA, who specializes in teaching aspiring
Instagram influencers how to grow their followings organically. This event was designed to
focus on how to harness the power of video to level up the content they were already
producing. Thanks to the combined following of the attendees the event had reach into the
millions, but additionally, we have realized a new model for marketing community content
through the power of social media. We also partnered with SAG-AFTRA for this event, and all
the videos shot were done under a SAG-AFTRA contract to keep on pace with the level of
professionalism in the room. Most influencers find video too difficult to do efficiently without
a team, so individuals are still largely relying on still content. In our opinion teaching aspiring
Instagram/Tik Tok influencers effective means of visual storytelling is the single largest
growth market in content creation education. We Make Movies’ Smartphone Studio is the best
model on the planet to execute that.

